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ABSTRACT

We present the first parallax and luminosity measurements for an L subdwarf, the sdL7 2MASS J05325346+8246465. Observations conducted over 3 years by the USNO infrared astrometry program yield an astrometric distance of 26.7 ± 1.2 pc and a proper motion of 2.6241" ± 0.0018" yr⁻¹. Combined with broadband spectral and photometric measurements, we determine a luminosity of log Lbol/L⊙ = −4.24 ± 0.06 and T eff = 1730 ± 90 K (the latter assuming an age of 5–10 Gyr), comparable to mid-type L field dwarfs. Comparison of the luminosity of 2MASS J05325346+8246465 to theoretical evolutionary models indicates that its mass is just below the sustained hydrogen-burning limit, and is therefore a brown dwarf. Its kinematics indicate a ~110 Myr, retrograde Galactic orbit that is both eccentric (3 kpc ≤ R ≤ 8.5 kpc) and extends well away from the plane (ΔZ = ±2 kpc), consistent with membership in the inner halo population. The relatively bright J-band magnitude of 2MASS J05325346+8246465 implies significantly reduced opacity in the 1.2 μm region, consistent with inhibited condensate formation as previously proposed. Its as yet unknown subsolar metallicity remains the primary limitation in constraining its mass; determination of both parameters would provide a powerful test of interior and evolutionary models for low-mass stars and brown dwarfs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The lowest luminosity stars and brown dwarfs are among the most useful probes of planetary, stellar, and Galactic processes. With hydrogen-burning lifetimes far in excess of a Hubble time (e.g., Laughlin et al. 1997) and space densities that exceed those of hotter stars, low-mass dwarfs are ubiquitous in the disk, thick-disk, and halo populations (e.g., Dahn et al. 1995; Reid et al. 2002; Digby et al. 2003; Cruz et al. 2007) and may host the bulk of terrestrial halo populations (e.g., Dahn et al. 1995; Reid et al. 2002; Digby et al. 2003; Cruz et al. 2007) and may host the bulk of terrestrial halo populations. The relatively bright Ks-band magnitude of 2MASS J05325346+8246465 implies significantly reduced opacity in the 1.2 μm region, consistent with inhibited condensate formation as previously proposed.

Over the past decade, hundreds of low-mass stars and brown dwarfs have been identified by wide-field optical and near-infrared surveys such as the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006), the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000), and the Deep Near Infrared Survey of the Southern Sky (DENIS; Epchtein et al. 1997). These discoveries include members of two new spectral classes, the L dwarfs and T dwarfs (Kirkpatrick 2005 and references therein). As the number of low-luminosity dwarfs grows, distinct populations of “peculiar” sources are being found that exhibit unusual surface gravities (e.g., Kirkpatrick et al. 2006), metallicities (e.g., Burgasser et al. 2003; Lépine et al. 2003), or atmospheric structures (e.g., Cruz et al. 2003, 2007; Knapp et al. 2004). One such population is the L subdwarf class (Burgasser et al. 2005), the metal-poor counterparts to solar metallicity field L dwarfs and the low-temperature extension of the M subdwarf sequence (Gizis 1997). L subdwarfs are distinguished from L dwarfs by the presence of relatively enhanced metal hydride absorption bands (CaH, FeH, CrH) and metal lines (Ca i, Ti i, Fe i) and reduced metal oxide absorption (TiO, VO; Mould 1976). They also exhibit exceptionally blue near-infrared colors (J − Kc ≤ 0 compared to J − Kc ≈ 1.5−2.5) caused by strong collision-induced H₂ absorption (Linsky 1969; Saumon et al. 1994; Borysow et al. 1997). Their halo or thick-disk kinematics (Burgasser et al. 2003; Reiners & Basri 2006) indicate an origin early in the Galaxy’s history.

L subdwarfs are useful for studying metallicity effects on cool atmospheric chemistry, particularly at temperatures in which photospheric condensates first become an important source of opacity (Ackerman & Marley 2001; Allard et al. 2001; Burrows et al. 2006). Like L dwarfs, they may also span the metal-dependent hydrogen-burning mass limit (Burgasser et al. 2003), and are therefore probes of low-mass star formation in the metal-poor halo. However, L subdwarfs are also exceptionally rare. Only four are currently known, identified serendipitously in the 2MASS (Burgasser et al. 2003; Burgasser 2004), SDSS (T. Sivarani et al., in preparation), and SUPERBLINK (Lépine et al. 2003) surveys.

Understanding the physical characteristics of metal-poor low-mass stars and brown dwarfs requires the characterization of basic
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TABLE 1

USNO Astrometric and Photometric Measurements for 2MASS J0532+8246

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\pi_{abs}$</td>
<td>36.3 ± 1.6 mas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi_{abs}$</td>
<td>37.5 ± 1.7 mas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$2.6241'' \pm 0.0018''$ yr$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>$128.91'' \pm 0.02''$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{tan}$</td>
<td>$332 \pm 15$ km s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J-H^*$</td>
<td>$0.121 \pm 0.017$ mag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J-K^*$</td>
<td>$0.17 \pm 0.07$ mag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K^*$</td>
<td>$14.80 \pm 0.07$ mag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Magnitudes on the CIT photometric system.

observational properties—distance, luminosity, and effective temperature ($T_{\text{eff}}$)—which can be facilitated by parallax measurements. However, while astrometric studies of late-type field dwarfs have provided robust absolute magnitude, $T_{\text{eff}}$, and luminosity scales down to the lowest luminosity brown dwarfs known (Dahn et al. 2002; Tinney et al. 2003; Vrba et al. 2004), parallax measurements for late-type subdwarfs are rare (Monet et al. 1992), and there are no such measurements for any L subdwarfs.

To address this deficiency, we report the first parallax measurement of an L subdwarf, 2MASS J05325346+8246465 (hereafter 2MASS J0532+8246; Burgasser et al. 2003), one of the first and latest type L subdwarfs to be identified. This source is tentatively classified sdL7 due to the similarity of its optical spectrum to those of solar metallicity L7 dwarfs (Burgasser et al. 2007a). Its late spectral type, low estimated temperature ($T_{\text{eff}} \approx 1400$–2000 K), and halo kinematics all make 2MASS J0532+8246 a strong candidate halo brown dwarf.

In §2 we describe astrometric and photometric measurements of 2MASS J0532+8246, conducted as part of the United States Naval Observatory (USNO) infrared astrometry program (Vrba et al. 2004), and compare its absolute photometry to field late-type M, L, and T dwarfs. In §3 we calculate the bolometric luminosity and $T_{\text{eff}}$ of 2MASS J0532+8246 based on our astrometric measurements and broadband spectral and photometric measurements reported in the literature. In §4 we analyze these results, determining estimates of the physical properties of 2MASS J0532+8246 using evolutionary models from Baraffe et al. (1997, 1998) and Burrows et al. (2001), and examine the kinematics of this source and its Galactic orbit. Results are summarized in §5.

2. OBSERVATIONS

2.1. Astrometric Measurements

Astrometric observations of 2MASS J0532+8246 were obtained with the ASTROCAM near-infrared imager (Fischer et al. 2003) at the USNO Flagstaff Station 61 inch Kaj Strand Astrometric Reflector on 37 nights spanning a ~3 yr period beginning in 2003 February and ending in 2006 February. Each of the observations was made in the $H$ band (1.7 $\mu$m), with three dithered exposures of 450–900 s each, depending on seeing conditions (always less than 2.5$''$), or 1350–2700 s total integration per visit. Data acquisition and astrometric reduction procedures are discussed in detail in Vrba et al. (2004). Note that observations for 2MASS J0532+8246 span a longer baseline than the L and T dwarfs reported in Vrba et al. (2004), so that stable parallaxes in both right ascension and declination could be determined and combined. Twelve stars were employed in the reference frame, and photometric parallaxes for these sources were determined using 2MASS photometry transformed to the CIT system. The correction from relative to absolute parallax was found to be $1.14 \pm 0.13$ mas.

Final values for the parallax (relative and absolute) and proper-motion solutions for 2MASS J0532+8246 are listed in Table 1. The astrometric distance of this source is 26.7 ± 1.2 pc, within the 10–30 pc range estimated by Burgasser et al. (2003). The proper-motion measurement, $2.6241'' \pm 0.0018''$ yr$^{-1}$, is also consistent with, but substantially more accurate than, the previous determination ($2.60'' \pm 0.15''$ yr$^{-1}$). The USNO measurements confirm the high tangential space velocity of 2MASS J0532+8246; $V_{\text{tan}} = 332 \pm 15$ km s$^{-1}$, over 3 times larger than any of the known “disk” field L dwarfs (Vrba et al. 2004; Schmidt et al. 2007). Combined with its radial velocity ($V_{\text{rad}} = -172 \pm 1$ km s$^{-1}$; Reiners & Basri 2006), we determine local standard of rest (LSR) velocities of $(U, V, W)_{\text{LSR}} = (\sim -70, -354, 78) \pm (9, 13, 7)$ km s$^{-1}$, assuming a LSR solar velocity of $(10.00, 5.25, 7.17)$ km s$^{-1}$ (Dehnen & Binney 1998). The substantial negative $V_{\text{LSR}}$ velocity implies that 2MASS J0532+8246 is orbiting in a retrograde motion about the Galactic center, i.e., in the opposite sense of the Galactic disk (assuming that $V_{\text{disk}} = 220$ km s$^{-1}$ in galactocentric coordinates; Kerr & Lynden-Bell 1986). This would appear to rule out membership in the thick-disk population (Chiba & Beers 2000), so 2MASS J0532+8246 is likely to be a halo low-mass object. The Galactic orbit of this source is discussed further in §4.2.

2.2. Photometric Measurements

Near-infrared photometric measurements of 2MASS J0532+8246 were also obtained during the course of the astrometric observations in an attempt to improve on existing 2MASS photometry (uncertainties of 0.06, 0.09, and 0.15 mag in $J$, $H$, and $K_s$ bands, respectively). The $J$-, $H$-, and $K_s$-band observations on the CIT system (Guetter et al. 2003) were obtained with ASTROCAM on 2003 October 12 (UT). Conditions were clear with $\sim 0.9''$ seeing. Three dithered exposures were obtained in each filter with total integration times of 720, 720, and 1500 s, respectively. The ASTROCAM field of view contained nine stars significantly brighter than 2MASS J0532+8246, with mean 2MASS $J$, $H$, and $K_s$ uncertainties of 0.03, 0.04, and 0.07 mag, respectively. 2MASS photometry for these sources were converted to the CIT system using the transformations of Carpenter (2001), which were then employed as “local photometric standards” on the ASTROCAM frames. Aperture photometry of these stars and 2MASS J0532+8246 was then carried out using DAOPHOT in the IRAF$^8$ environment on each of the individual dithers, and the combined instrumental magnitudes and colors were used to determine transformations to the CIT standard system. Final results for 2MASS J0532+8246 are listed in Table 1. We note that along with reduced errors, the USNO photometry of this source is brighter and somewhat bluer than the 2MASS photometry, albeit within the $3\sigma$ uncertainties of the latter.

2.3. Examination of Absolute Magnitudes

2MASS J0532+8246 is the first L subdwarf to have a measured distance; hence, examination of its absolute magnitudes (Table 3) is of some importance in understanding the atmospheric properties.

---

* IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
of low-temperature metal-poor dwarfs. Figures 1 and 2 display a sample of optical and infrared color/magnitude diagrams for late-type M, L, and T dwarfs with parallax measurements, including 2MASS J0532+8246. Sources shown are constrained to have color and absolute magnitude uncertainties ≤0.2 mag, and to be unresolved. Diagrams shown are: (a) $M_C$ vs. $(I_C - J)$, (b) $M_J$ vs. $(J - K_s)$, (c) $M_K$ vs. $(K_s - [4.5])$, and (d) $M_{[3.6]}$ vs. $(J - [3.6])$. The location of 2MASS J0532+8246 and the sdM7 LHS 377 are indicated in each panel by filled gray and black circles, respectively. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

In general, 2MASS J0532+8246 is somewhat overluminous for both its color and spectral type. This is particularly the case at $J$ band, where it is 1–2 mag brighter than the disk L dwarf/T dwarf sequence based on both spectral type and color. Indeed, 2MASS J0532+8246 lies in a relatively unpopulated region in the $M_J$ versus $(J - K_s)$ color/magnitude diagram. The $J$-band opacity in L dwarf photospheres is dominated by absorption from condensates, which gives rise to their red $J - K_s$ colors (Tsuji et al. 1996, 1999; Burrows & Sharp 1999; Ackerman & Marley 2001; Allard et al. 2001). Burgasser et al. (2003, 2007a) and Reiners & Basri (2006) have all speculated that condensate formation may be inhibited in L subdwarf photospheres based on the unexpected strength of gaseous TiO, Ca i, and Ti i features. Reduced condensate opacity allows $J$-band light to escape from deeper and hotter layers, resulting in an overall brightening at these wavelengths.
In contrast, \(K\)-band opacity is dominated by collision-induced \(H_2\) opacity in late-type dwarfs, a species whose absolute abundance is not modified by metallicity. The higher pressure photospheres of old, high surface gravity subdwarfs will in fact increase \(H_2\) opacity. This trend explains why the \(M_K\) magnitude of 2MASS J0532+8246 is consistent with, and perhaps slightly fainter than, those of solar metallicity L7 field dwarfs. Given that the primary deviation in the near-infrared brightness of 2MASS J0532+8246 occurs in the spectral region in which condensate opacity should be dominant, these results provide further support for the idea that condensate formation is inhibited in low-temperature metal-poor atmospheres.

The location of 2MASS J0532+8246 redward and/or above the L dwarf sequence in the \(M_K\) versus \((I_C - J)\) and \(M_K\) versus \((K_s - [4.5])\) color/magnitude diagrams can also be explained by metallicity effects. Reduced \(J\)-band condensate opacity coupled with residual (albeit reduced) TiO and pressure-broadened \(K\) absorption at \(I_C\) band result in slightly redder \((I_C - J)\) colors than comparably classified field dwarfs. This is in contrast to the sdM7 LHS 377, which is brighter at \(I_C\) band rather than \(J\) band as compared to M7 field dwarfs, and hence bluer in \((I_C - J)\). The difference in color peculiarity between these two sources can be attributed to the fact that late M dwarfs are too warm to have significant condensates in their photospheres (Ackerman & Marley 2001), while variations in metal oxide absorption have a greater effect. The \((K_s - [4.5])\) color of 2MASS J0532+8246 is slightly redder than field dwarfs with similar \(M_K\) magnitudes because of enhanced 4.5 \(\mu\)m flux. This region is dominated by metallicity-sensitive molecular CO and \(H_2O\) opacity, in contrast to the strong \(H_2\) absorption at \(K_s\). Both 2MASS J0532+8246 and LHS 377 have redder \((3.6 - [4.5])\) colors than the dwarf sequence; similar metallicity-induced color effects have also been noted among field T dwarfs (Liebert & Burgasser 2007; Leggett et al. 2007). The red \((3.6 - [4.5])\) color of 2MASS J0532+8246 is brighter at \(I_C\) band rather than \(J\) band as compared to M7 field dwarfs, and hence bluer in \((I_C - J)\).
may be muted, however, if CH₄ absorption at 3.3 μm, present in mid- and late-type L dwarfs (Noll et al. 2000; Cushing et al. 2005), is also weakened by metallicity effects.

3. BOLOMETRIC LUMINOSITY AND EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE DETERMINATIONS

Our distance measurement for 2MASS J0532+8246 enables calculation of its bolometric luminosity and $T_{\text{eff}}$, through the use of existing spectroscopic and photometric data spanning 0.6–15 μm. Our baseline calculation, illustrated in Figure 3, was constructed as follows. First, near-infrared spectral data for 2MASS J0532+8246 from Burgasser et al. (2003) were piecewise scaled to absolute 2MASS $J$, $H$, and USNO $K$-band magnitudes (Table 3). Gaps in the H₂O bands and the 1 μm peak were substituted by a NEXTGEN spectral model (Hauschildt et al. 1999) with parameters $T_{\text{eff}} = 2000$ K, log $g = 5.5$, [M/H] = −1.0 dex, scaled to match the flux-calibrated spectral data in the near-infrared peaks. Red optical spectral data for 2MASS J0532+8246 were scaled to the absolute $I_C$ magnitude of this source (Burgasser et al. 2003). As there are no reported spectral data for 2MASS J0532+8246, we used a spectral template based on data for the L5 dwarf 2MASS J1507+1627; Reid et al. 2000; Cushing et al. 2006), spanning the 2.9–4.1 and 5.2–15.4 μm regions and piecewise scaled to match the absolute 3.6, 5.8, and 8.0 μm Spitzer IRAC photometry of 2MASS J0532+8246 (Patten et al. 2006). Flux calibration of these data was done using the appropriate correction factor for IRAC photometry as discussed in Cushing et al. (2006). The 2.4–2.9 and 4.1–5.2 μm gaps were again replaced with theoretical model spectra, scaled to overlap with the template spectra and to match absolute 4.5 μm photometry of 2MASS J0532+8246. Short- (0.1 μm < λ < 0.6 μm) and long- (15 μm < λ < 1000 μm) wavelength regions were calculated by scaling the NEXTGEN spectral model to the observed and template spectral data, respectively.

The resulting broad spectral energy distribution was then integrated to determine the total spectral flux, with nominal uncertainties based on the absolute photometry, including astrometric uncertainties. To examine systematic effects, we repeated our analysis replacing the NEXTGEN model with a $T_{\text{eff}} = 1700$ K, log $g = 5.5$, [M/H] = −0.5 condensate cloud model from Burrows et al. (2006; hereafter Tucson model), as well as linearly interpolating over gaps in the observed and template spectral data.

Table 2 provides a breakdown of the total fluxes of 2MASS J0532+8246 in five spectral regions, with comparisons between the different computational methods. As expected, the bulk of the spectral flux for this late-type dwarf arises at infrared wavelengths (~93%), with the 1.0–2.9 μm region encompassing almost 70% of the total light. Differences between the computational methods are generally less than the formal uncertainties, except in the shortest and longest wavelength regions, which fortuitously contribute negligibly to the aggregate flux (~0.25%). Bolometric flux values computed using the two spectral models and linear interpolation are within 3 σ of each other, with our baseline calculation providing the median value. We therefore use this value as the measured bolometric flux, and propagate the estimated systematic error (~14%) into our final uncertainties.

We determine an absolute bolometric flux of $(18.2 \pm 2.6) \times 10^{-12}$ erg s⁻¹ cm⁻² for 2MASS J0532+8246, which translates...
into a bolometric luminosity of $\log L/L_{\text{bol}} = -4.24 \pm 0.06$, or $M_{\text{bol}} = 15.35 \pm 0.16$. This is comparable to mid-type L dwarfs like 2MASS J1507$-$1627 ($M_{\text{bol}} = 15.41 \pm 0.13$; Vrba et al. 2004), and is roughly half a magnitude more luminous than the average L7 dwarf. 2MASS J0532+8246 is nevertheless over 10 times less luminous than the next coolest subdwarf with a parallax measurement, sdM7 LHS 377 ($\log L/L_{\text{bol}} = -3.11 \pm 0.02$; Leggett et al. 2000). Bolometric corrections ($BC_R \equiv M_{\text{bol}} - M_R$) at $J$ and $K$ were determined as $BC_J = 2.30 \pm 0.08$ and $BC_K = 2.68 \pm 0.09$. The latter is $\sim 0.5$ mag smaller than comparable values computed for L6$-$L8 field dwarfs, further illustrating the substantial redistribution of flux from this metal-poor source.

An effective temperature for 2MASS J0532+8246 can be estimated assuming that this source is likely older than $\sim 5$ Gyr based on its kinematics, and has a mass near the hydrogen-burning limit ($0.05$ to $0.09$ $M_\odot$, depending on metallicity; see § 4.1). These assumptions imply a radius of $0.096 \pm 0.015 R_\odot$ based on the solar metallicity evolutionary models of Burrows et al. (2001) and Baraffe et al. (2002) and yields $T_{\text{eff}} = 1600 \pm 300$ K, where the uncertainty is entirely dominated by the uncertainty in the radius. If we include the measured luminosity (including $3 \sigma$ uncertainty) as an additional constraint on these models, a more refined radius estimate of $0.084 \pm 0.003 R_\odot$ is obtained, corresponding to $T_{\text{eff}} = 1730 \pm 90$ K. Again, this is comparable to temperatures for mid-type L dwarfs (Vrba et al. 2004; Golimowski et al. 2004) and is nearly 1200 K cooler than LHS 377 (Leggett et al. 2000).

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. The Substellar Nature of 2MASS J0532$+$8246

While parallax and bolometric luminosity measurements are able to constrain some of the atmospheric properties of 2MASS J0532+8246, they do not directly address the question of whether this source is substellar. For this we require comparison to evolutionary models: in particular, models incorporating subsolar metallicities. The reduced opacity of a metal-poor atmosphere results in more rapid cooling; hence, the luminosity of a metal-poor brown dwarf will be lower than that of a solar metallicity brown dwarf with the same mass and age, while the hydrogen-burning minimum-mass limit increases for lower metallicities (e.g., D’Antona & Mazzitelli 1985). Figure 4 illustrates these trends by comparing theoretical mass/luminosity relations from Burrows et al. (2001) and Baraffe et al. (1997, 1998) spanning the hydrogen-burning limit for ages of 5 and 10 Gyr and metallicities $[M/H] = 0$, $-1$, and $-2$ dex. The limits at which 50% and 99% of the luminosity is generated from core hydrogen fusion at 10 Gyr are indicated; note how these limits shift to higher masses and luminosities for lower metallicity models. The luminosity of 2MASS J0532+8246 falls below the 99% limits for all models shown, as well as for intermediate and lower metallicities. This appears to confirm 2MASS J0532+8246 as a brown dwarf, incapable of sustaining its luminosity by core hydrogen fusion alone. However, note that for $[M/H] \geq -1$, hydrogen fusion provides over half of the energy emitted, so 2MASS J0532+8246 is fairly close to the stellar/substellar boundary. Indeed, if its metallicity is sufficiently high, this object may eventually cool to the point at which its lower luminosity is sustained by core fusion, changing this low-mass brown dwarf into a star.

The luminosity of 2MASS J0532+8246 falls on a particularly steep section of the mass/luminosity relations shown, enabling relatively tight (1%), albeit model-dependent, constraints on the mass of this source for a given metallicity. However, the variation in the derived mass for the metallicity range shown is considerably larger, ranging from 0.0744 to 0.0835 $M_\odot$ for $[M/H] = 0$ to $-2$ for the Burrows et al. (2001) models (these values are consistent with mass estimates based on the Baraffe et al. [1997, 1998] models). Our best guess for the metallicity of this source, $[M/H] = -1$ (Burgasser et al. 2007a; see also Scholz et al. 2004), implies
Rather, it is likely to be a member of the Galaxy’s inner flattened halo (Somer-Larsen & Zhen 1990), indicating formation from the early building blocks of the Galaxy (e.g., Norris 1994; Carney et al. 1996). The substantial retrograde motion of 2MASS J0532+8246 also argues against formation and (violent) ejection from the inner disk. In other words, 2MASS J0532+8246 is likely to be quite old. However, this does not provide a robust constraint on its metallicity. Mean eccentricity/metallicity relations by Carney et al. (1996) and Chiba & Beers (2000) suggest [Fe/H] < –1, but the latter study also finds no clear correlation between orbital eccentricity and metallicity for [Fe/H] < –0.8. The chemical abundances present in the atmosphere of 2MASS J0532+8246, a necessary constraint for mass estimation, must be determined through other means, most likely spectral modeling.

4.2. The Galactic Orbit of 2MASS J0532+8246

The kinematics of 2MASS J0532+8246 argue strongly for membership in the Galactic halo, but was this source formed early in the Galaxy, or was it tidally stripped from one of the Galaxy’s dwarf satellites during a merging event? To examine this question, we calculated a probable orbit for 2MASS J0532+8246 based on its measured kinematics, distance, and 2MASS coordinates (epoch 1999 March 1 UT; Table 3). We used the Galactic mass model of Dauphole & Colin (1995) and a Runge-Kutta fourth-order integrator; see Lépine et al. (2002) for details. Figure 5 displays the results of this calculation, projecting the ~110 Myr galactocentric orbit in cylindrical coordinates, as well as the evolution of Galactic radius and vertical scale height over time. 2MASS J0532+8246 appears to have a relatively eccentric orbit, moving between roughly 3 and 8.5 kpc of the Galactic center (e = 0.5). The vertical scale height of its orbit extends ~2 kpc above and below the Galactic plane.

The orbital characteristics of 2MASS J0532+8246 appear to be inconsistent with tidal capture from an external system, as this source generally remains interior to the solar Galactic orbit. Rather, it is likely to be a member of the Galaxy’s inner flattened halo (Somer-Larsen & Zhen 1990), indicating formation from the early building blocks of the Galaxy (e.g., Norris 1994; Carney et al. 1996). The substantial retrograde motion of 2MASS J0532+8246 also argues against formation and (violent) ejection from the inner disk. In other words, 2MASS J0532+8246 is likely to be quite old. However, this does not provide a robust constraint on its metallicity. Mean eccentricity/metallicity relations by Carney et al. (1996) and Chiba & Beers (2000) suggest [Fe/H] < –1, but the latter study also finds no clear correlation between orbital eccentricity and metallicity for [Fe/H] < –0.8. The chemical abundances present in the atmosphere of 2MASS J0532+8246, a necessary constraint for mass estimation, must be determined through other means, most likely spectral modeling.

5. SUMMARY

We have presented the first parallax and luminosity measurements for an L subdwarf, the sdL7 2MASS J0532+8246. The derived parameters, summarized in Table 3, confirm the low-luminosity, low-temperature nature of this source, similar in both respects to mid-type field L dwarfs. Examination of absolute photometry indicates that this source is substantially brighter at J band than comparable solar metallicity field dwarfs, consistent with reduced condensate opacity as previously suggested by optical spectroscopy. The low luminosity of 2MASS J0532+8246, log $L_{bol} / L_\odot = -4.24 \pm 0.06$, compared to theoretical evolutionary models also confirms the substellar nature of this source ($M \approx 0.078 M_\odot$, assuming [M/H] = –1), although it is probably still fusing hydrogen at a low level in its core. Its kinematics are consistent with membership in the inner halo population, making this source the first bona fide halo brown dwarf.

Further investigation of 2MASS J0532+8246 should be directed toward determining its metallicity and chemical abundances. As
discussed in § 4.1, uncertainty in the estimated mass of this source is dominated by its unknown metallicity. High-resolution spectroscopy (e.g., Reiners & Basri 2006) and accurate spectral modeling can improve mass constraints, although such analysis must also provide a consistent luminosity determination (cf. Smith et al. 2003). Independent determination of both metallicity and mass could also provide an important empirical test on the evolutionary models themselves, and thus one of the few constraints on interior brown dwarf physics (in addition to radii measurements; e.g., Stassun et al. 2006). Studies of metallicity effects in the physical and observational properties of low-mass stars and brown dwarfs will also benefit from the measurement of parallaxes for additional late-type subdwarfs, to fill the gap between LHS 377 (sdM7) and 2MASS J0532+8246 (sdL7). Such observations should be of high priority, as detailed studies of metallicity effects in the atmospheric properties and evolution of the lowest luminosity stars and brown dwarfs are currently limited by the absence of these data.
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